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Objective

• Build capacity for disaster recovery in Southeastern states in public and private sectors

Approach

• Support a project identified as a state/local priority in each Southeastern state
• Enhance capacity and relationships to engage private sector in disaster recovery
• Build a regional network of disaster recovery practitioners
Accomplishments

• Brunswick/Glynn County, Ga. Disaster Recovery and Redevelopment Plan

• 3 business recovery seminars in Charleston, Myrtle Beach, Georgetown, S.C.

• N.C. Emergency Management kicked off evaluation of Matthew recovery

• Miami-Dade County began “Whole Community” recovery stakeholder engagement (business, local gov’t)

• Partnership convened in Raleigh, N.C.

• Released white paper on public-private partnerships
Impact

• Ga. coastal community prepared for recovery, more resilient redevelopment

• Over 100 S.C. businesses trained in disaster continuity

• Separate regional integration project to build pilot PPPs off our white paper

• Emergency mgmt., natural resources staff connected across region -> share resources

• Anticipated, in future disaster recoveries
  • N.C. state and local govt apply lessons learned in Matthew
  • Miami-Dade local govt and businesses know how to contribute to integrated recovery

Partners discuss post-disaster buyouts on site